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A. GENERAL INFORMATION AND STATISTICS 
 
In May 2019, a total of 4409 candidates registered for the SEC English examination. Of these, 2852 

candidates sat for Paper A and 1557 candidates sat for Paper B. 

YEAR NUMBER OF CANDIDATES % PAPER A % PAPER B 

2019 4409 64.7 35.3 

2018 4117 67.3 32.7 

2017 4366 62.9 37.1 

2016 4611 63.2 36.8 

2015 4733 58.6 41.4 

2014 5146 58.1 41.9 

Table 1: Percentage of candidates registering for Paper A and Paper B 

ABSENCES 

 
Of the 4409 registered candidates, 223 (5%) were absent for all the components of the examination. In Paper 

A, 80(2.8%) of the 2852 candidates were absent, whereas 143 (9%) of the 1557 candidates were absent for 

Paper B. 

YEAR PAPER A PAPER B TOTAL 

2019 80 2.8% 143 9.2% 223 5.1% 

2018 29 1% 53 3.9% 82 2.0% 

2017 23 0.8% 66 4.1% 89 2.0% 

2016 29 1% 80 4.7% 109 2.4% 

2015 22 0.8% 81 4.1% 103 2.2% 

2014 29 1% 63 2.9% 92 1.8% 

Table 2: Number and percentage of absentees for Paper A and Paper B 

GRADE DISTRIBUTION 

 
The overall performance of the candidates in the SEC English May 2019 session is indicated in the table 

below: 

GRADE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 U ABS TOTAL 

PAPER A 209 541 780 583 436     223 80 2852 

PAPER B       149 413 290 187 375 143 1557 

NUMBER OF 
CANDIDATES 

209 541 780 732 849 290 187 598 223 4409 

% OF TOTAL 4.74 12.27 17.69 16.60 19.26 6.58 4.24 13.56 5.06 100 

Table 3: Grade Distribution for SEC English Language Main Session 2019 
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B. PAPER 1 PART 1: LISTENING AND SPEAKING (50 MARKS)  
 

Listening Comprehension (30 marks) 

 
This component of the examination requires candidates to listen to two texts and answer questions based 

on the texts.  The two texts are weighted equally and together they account for 15% of the total marks. The 

tasks set tests candidates’ ability to listen for gist and for specific information. Writing was kept to a minimum 

to ensure validity as far as possible.  

Candidates in all sessions listened to two different texts which were comparable in length and difficulty. They 

then attempted two tasks on the first text and three tasks on the second text. 

Text A 

 

Each session consisted of a transcript of a podcast about different celebrities doing voluntary work and was 

assessed by means of two tasks. The first of these consisted of a matching information exercise which tested 

candidates’ ability to listen for specific information. The second task required candidates to mark seven 

statements true or false as well as to provide a reason. 

Performance  

 

Overall, candidates fared well when answering questions about this text. Most candidates scored high marks 

in exercise 1 as they matched the facts they listened to correctly. Exercise 2 proved more challenging and 

rewarded candidates who showed the desired level of comprehension. Candidates lost marks when they 

made the correct choice between True or False but failed to provide a reason, gave one which was incorrect 

or simply copied the statement given.  

Text B 

 

Each session consisted of a transcript of the weekly round-up of four news items on a radio programme. 

Three tasks were assigned: tick the four categories of news, fill in the missing information in a grid and a 

multiple choice task.  

Performance 

 

Candidates performed well in Text B with most finding little difficulty in identifying the four correct 

categories of news they listened to. Similarly, candidates fared well in the second task and could produce 

the factual information required. The third task was successfully completed by many candidates. Those who 

lost marks here did so because they missed the significance of words or phrases concerned.  
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General Comments 

 

Candidates’ performance in this component of the paper was satisfactory with many faring better in the 

second text.    

Speaking – Visual Prompt (10 marks) 

 

Oral skills are weighted at 10% and this component of the paper consists of a visual prompt which is intended 

to generate a brief discussion about a topic as stipulated in the language area of the syllabus. This year, 

candidates were presented with two contrasting pictures related to places. The pictures were selected to 

provide candidates with the opportunity for discussion and in no way were candidates expected to examine 

them for detail. Two sets of questions were presented to candidates. The questions in the first set required 

candidates to describe the first picture, compare it to the second picture and then speak about a particular 

aspect of the topic presented in the pictures. The second set consisted of six questions and examiners were 

instructed to choose three of them to ask candidates to express their opinions on the topic concerned.  

Performance 

 

Candidates fared well in this task as most found little difficulty in producing fluent and articulate speech. 

Candidates were able to express their opinions with many making use of multi-word chunks and fixed 

expressions which made their speech sound natural. Those who produced single-word responses and who 

made use of L1 words and phrases, especially fillers, fared less well.   

Speaking – Role Play (10 marks) 

 

The second part of the speaking component requires candidates to take on a role in a relatively realistic 

situation and to follow five prompts in order to be able to engage in a conversation with the examiner. The 

role play required candidates to express their preference, defend their point of view and then make a 

suggestion.  

Performance 

 

Candidates fared well in this task, mainly because the context was familiar to them. In general, candidates 

were able to adopt the correct register.  Those who fared less well did so either because they missed one or 

more of the prompts or because they lacked the language competence required.  

General Comments 

 

Candidates coped very well with both tasks and it was noted that the level of interaction was of a good 

standard with many making use of language effectively and appropriately.  Examiners noted instances of 

competent speakers who were highly articulate in their responses as well as others in which speakers found 

great difficulty expressing themselves due to their poor command of the language and L1 interference.  
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C. PAPER 1 PART 2 

LANGUAGE USE (50 MARKS) 

 

The second component of Paper 1, weighted at 25%, is designed to assess candidates’ grammatical and 

socio-linguistic competence. This write-on paper tests both accuracy and appropriateness of language as 

used in a variety of contexts in everyday life.  

The Language Use paper presented nine tasks which were all contextualized in order to make them 

meaningful. Gap-fill tasks tested the following grammatical items:  

 Prepositions 

 Question tags 

 Word formation 

 Determiners 

 Tenses 

 

On the other hand, candidates were tested on their ability to handle sentence structure as well as to make 

use of correct punctuation and spelling by means of sentence rewriting. The tasks tested candidates’ 

accurate use of language including spelling, morphology, vocabulary, collocations, syntax, structures and 

socio-linguistic competence.  

Performance 

 

A good number of candidates fared well and demonstrated the ability to handle the language competently.  

However, poor performance was noted in the following instances: 

Exercise 1 tested prepositions in the context of an article about a Frenchman who crossed the Atlantic in a 

capsule. The most challenging items in this first task were (d) as many candidates wrote on or through instead 

of along and (h) with many writing through or into instead of by. 

Exercise 2 tested question tags. Marks were lost mainly because candidates did not form question tags 

correctly or did not include a question mark. Common errors included don’t you?  in (e) as well as right? /no?  

throughout instead of the question tag.  

Exercise 3 tested word formation. Many candidates found (b) to be a stumbling block with only a few giving 

bustling as the correct answer and many writing bustleful, bustled, or bustly.  Apart from this, no word 

presented particular difficulty to candidates. However, poor spelling and including capital letters cost many 

candidates marks.   

Exercise 4 tested phrasal verbs. The majority of candidates struggled in this task with many failing to come 

up with the correct preposition or particle.   

Exercise 5 was a cloze exercise which proved to be challenging to many candidates who found difficulty with 

collocation as in (a) and with the agreement of the verb in (d): reasons was required to agree with remain.  
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The items which posed least problems were (g), (h), (i) and (j) although marks were commonly forfeited for 

spelling here too.  

Exercise 6 tested determiners. This task proved to be well within the ability of many candidates, however, it 

was noted that a good number of candidates ignored the rubric and used the same word more than once. 

Spelling mistakes featured here once again.  

Exercise 7 tested punctuation. Although this task was manageable for most candidates, very few scored full 

marks.  Common errors included omitting the apostrophe in (a) readers’, (b) children’s and books’ as well as 

failing to include a capital i in Indian-born in (c).  In addition, a number of candidates lost marks because they 

reworded the sentences and changed the punctuation marks in doing so.  

Exercise 8 tested the candidates’ ability to handle tenses and many marks were lost when they failed to 

make use of the clues in text to come up with the correct form of the verb. Surprisingly, (e) posed difficulty 

with many writing had came, come or came instead of the correct form had come.  Once again, it was noted 

that scores of candidates forfeited marks for incorrect spelling of the correct verb form. 

Exercise 9 tested sentence rewriting and proved challenging to many candidates. The main reason for this 

seemed to be that candidates were unfamiliar with the structures required. This was evident in (b) with 

scores of candidates writing looking forward for.  Similarly, in (c) candidates failed to come up with highly 

likely and highly expected was a common error.   

General Comments 

 

The Language Use component of the examination is indicative of candidates’ knowledge and competence of 

the English language. Once again, candidates sitting for both Paper A and Paper B found little difficulty in the 

punctuation exercise. The same cannot be stated about most of the other tasks. Prepositions, question 

formation, tenses and sentence rewriting proved to be the most problematic. 

This component of the exam focusses on the candidate’s accurate use of language. This means that spelling 

and punctuation, including correct use of capital letters, are required to be accurate throughout. It was noted 

by the examiners that clear handwriting in which uppercase and lowercase letters are clearly distinguishable 

would help candidates avoid losing marks.  Furthermore, candidates are urged to attempt all tasks and not 

leave any blank as well as to read through the whole exercise before attempting to answer in order to benefit 

from contextual clues.  

D. PAPER 2 QUESTION 1 

WRITING (40 MARKS) 

 

In this section of the paper, weighted at 20%, candidates were required to choose one of three titles and 

write about it accurately and fluently. The word count stipulated by the rubric is 320 to 350 for Paper A 

candidates and 180 to 200 words for Paper B candidates. 

Candidates were specifically instructed to pay particular attention to vocabulary, grammar, paragraphing, 

layout, spelling and punctuation.  A short story and an article were among the choice for candidates of both 
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Paper A and Paper B while the third choice was a report and an email for candidates of Paper A and Paper B 

respectively. As is set out in the English Language syllabus, the writing tasks allowed candidates to show their 

ability to narrate, describe, argue and express their opinions when writing for a particular purpose and 

audience.  

Performance 

Question 1: Writing 

In Paper A and Paper B all three tasks were attempted to varying degrees.  The percentages in the table 

below give a clear indication of the choice made by candidates.  

Task Type Paper 2A % Paper 2B% 

Short story 53.8 27.6 

Article 28.9 32.8 

Report 17.3  

Email  39.6 

Table 4 – Percentage Distribution of Writing Tasks in Paper 2 Question 1 

In general, candidates demonstrated the ability to write well-sequenced narratives in cohesive paragraphs 

which were relevant to the title chosen. Similarly, candidates who fared well produced articles which were 

well-argued and well-organised. Reports and emails written in the correct style and layout earned candidates 

marks.  Those whose writing included a wide range of vocabulary and idiomatic expressions, accurate 

spelling, punctuation and correct sentence structure using the correct tenses and adhering to the word limit, 

also fared well.  

However, there was evidence of weak writing and marks were forfeited when the writing presented did not 

fulfill the general marking criteria:  

Task Achievement and Relevance 

 

Writing which was partly relevant or completely irrelevant in content and style cost candidates marks.  Paper 

A candidates who chose the short story lost marks when they wrote about the importance of having a target 

in life rather than writing a story entitled ‘The Target’. Similarly, Paper 2B candidates forfeited marks for 

stories which carried a tenuous link to the title ‘The Watch’ or for ones which were implausible and 

unrealistic. Paper A candidates who chose the article lost marks when they failed to include a description of 

the same beach at different times of the year and focussed entirely on the beach in summer. Candidates 

who chose the article in Paper B and wrote about driving in general or about the history of driving lost marks 

for relevance.  A common problem with the report was that candidates failed to make use of the correct 

format with many mistaking this for an email or a letter. Paper B candidates who chose to write the email 

lost marks for making use of an inappropriate greeting and salutation. 

Fluency and Accuracy 

 

Candidates lost marks for writing which lacked coherence with a poor use of linking words within and 

between paragraphs being noted. In general, candidates had difficulty expressing their ideas in writing and 
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their use of vocabulary was limited and inappropriate at times. Expression was also problematic with several 

instances of unidiomatic language and direct translations from Maltese.  

Marks were lost for lack of accuracy across the whole range of writing tasks. Evidently, making use of the 

correct tense, punctuation and syntax was found difficult by many candidates. In addition, inaccurate 

spelling abounded with only a very few candidates not losing any marks in this area. Candidates also lost 

marks for writing under or over the word limit.  

General Comments 

 

In this component candidates are assessed on their ability to write fluently and accurately for a particular 

purpose and audience.  In general, candidates’ writing lacks careful planning and as a result, relevance 

suffers. Candidates are expected to organise their work, present their ideas coherently and make use of 

cohesive devices. In addition, candidates who fail to edit their work or stick to the word limit, lose precious 

marks which inevitably affects their final grade.  

E. PAPER 2 QUESTION 2 

READING AND WRITING (60 MARKS) 

 

This component, weighted at 30%, tests reading and writing skills by means of a reading comprehension 

which includes a summary task and a short writing task.  

In both papers, the two texts included were comparable in length and difficulty and they varied in the topics 

dealt with.  The questions set out to assess the candidates’ ability to read for gist and for detail, their ability 

to infer meaning and to make use of context to work out the meaning of vocabulary. Summarising skills and 

recognising the writer’s purpose were also assessed through these questions which varied from multiple 

choice, inference and short-answer questions as well as True or False and give a reason and questions 

requiring candidates to locate specific information.    

A read-and-respond task, in which candidates were required to write an email in Paper 2A and a letter in 

Paper 2B, was also set.  A word count of 60 to 80 words in Paper 2A and 50 to 60 words in Paper 2B was 

specified for this task.   

Performance 

Question 2: Reading and Writing in Paper A  

Text 1 

Question 1 tested candidates’ ability to read for gist and whilst the majority selected the correct answer, a 

significant number opted for the more general option in (b) showing that they failed to recognise the focus 

of the text.  

Question 2 tested the understanding of a phrase in the text. While most candidates answered (a) correctly, 

many found (b) problematic and explained the meaning of behemoths as vehicles spouting fumes.  
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In question 3, many candidates struggled to paraphrase in their attempt to identify the characteristics 

brought out by the phrase signalled their arrival with a piercing hiss and a plume of fumes.  Generic answers 

also cost candidates marks here.  

Question 4 required candidates to scan a number of lines in the text in order to find synonyms for the words 

given.  While most candidates provided the correct synonyms, others forfeited marks for giving the phrase 

fast-growing megacity instead of the correct megacity.  

In question 5, candidates generally did well and listed the four facts required. Marks were lost when 

candidates repeated the same point or gave facts about the bus company rather than the city of Shenzhen. 

In question 6, listing the four benefits achieved by the switch to electric buses was manageable for 

candidates with a few losing marks for failing to make reference to the investment in electric transport. 

Candidates fared well in question 7 with no particular difficulties reported by examiners. 

Question 8 required candidates to explain a phrase in their own words. Once again, it was noted that 

paraphrasing was challenging with many merely lifting answers from the text.  

Question 9 presented candidates with four statements to mark True or False and to provide a suitable reason 

in order to demonstrate their understanding of the specific information in the text. In general, this task was 

handled adequately by candidates with (c) being somewhat challenging for those who gave the incorrect 

reason i.e. introducing electric buses could be expensive.  

Question 10 required candidates to summarise specific information from the text. Those who fared well 

included relevant points in a paragraph which was cohesively written, accurate and within the word limit. 

Question 11 required candidates to locate specific information, namely the two functions of the app being 

developed by the Shenzhen Bus Company. In general, answers were correct with some candidates showing 

misunderstanding when they wrote lack of charging stations caused friction and tell drivers where to find 

buses charging. A number of candidates managed (a) successfully but not (b).  

Question 12 required candidates to find two reasons why passengers on Shenzhen’s electric buses choose 

to stand up. Many had little difficulty doing so and answered correctly. 

Similarly, in question 13, candidates were able to supply the reasons for which the switch to electric 

transport has been favourable to passengers.  

Text 2 

 

Question 1 required candidates to explain two phrases from the first paragraph of the text. While many 

candidates gave a correct answer, marks were lost for answers which did not provide another word for 

aroma. 

In question 2, candidates were required to make the connection between the word extravaganza and the 

fact that the citizens of Schio declared themselves British and dressed up as British characters. Candidates 

found this challenging with many giving partially correct answers and therefore losing marks.  
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Question 3 required candidates to identify the origins of British Day Schio and while many gave a correct 

answer, it was evident from a number of responses that candidates understood this to involve the industrial 

history of the town. 

In question 4, candidates gave mostly correct answers and made reference to wool and textile production.  

Question 5 required candidates to scan the text in order to find synonyms to the words given. While answers 

were mostly correct, instances of rebuffed in the place of former in (c) were noted and penalised.  

Question 6 required candidates to give a reason for Nicolo’ Tron’s failure to establish the weaving 

technologies in Venice and most did so successfully. 

In question 7, candidates who fared well were able to identifyall the factors which favoured the 

establishment of Tron’s textile business in Schio. Those who fared less well did so because their answers 

were not comprehensive or because they werenot related to the question. .  

Question 8 posed some difficulty to those candidates who could not express themselves clearly and gave 

generic answers to explain what the word even suggests in the text.  

Question 9 required candidates to explain two phrases and while many did so successfully for the first 

phrase, the same cannot be said for (b). Candidates struggled to paraphrase rousing rendition with many 

giving a good cover or a loud chant instead of the correct answer.  

Question 10 posed little difficulty with many candidates answering correctly. 

In question 11, candidates who fared well were able to explain the phrases in their own words while those 

who repeated the word given, trademark for example, lost marks.  

Question 12 was answered correctly by most candidates. 

In question 13, candidates struggled with only a few successfully interpreting the question to include the 

idea of the writer being interested in something royal. Responses such as the organisers had to be applauded 

were penalised because they failed to refer to the event creating interest in the writer.  

Question 14 saw a satisfactory number of candidates answering correctly. 

In question 15, only a small number of candidates focussed on the difficulty of grasping British humour with 

many finding it hard to express themselves clearly.  

Question 16 required candidates to explain the references being made by the referents given. While (c), (e) 

and (f) posed little difficulty, candidates found the rest more challenging with many mistaking the readers 

for the crowd in (e) and the article in the newspaper rather than British Day Schio’s newspaper in (f).  

Writing 

 

The read-and-respond writing task required candidates to write an email to the mayor of the town to explain 

why the outdoor festival should take place there. There were instances of clear, fluent writing in which the 

task was achieved. However, scores were low when candidates made use of informal language, adopted a 

tone which was inappropriate and struggled with sentence construction and subject-verb agreement. In 
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addition, there were many instances of writing which was penalised because it went over the word limit and 

some instances of not attempting the task at all.  

 

Question 2: Reading and Writing in Paper B  

Text 1  

 

In question 1 candidates were required to explain why the word accessible is a funny word according to the 

writer. Most candidates were able to infer meaning and explain the writer’s comment.  

Question 2 required candidates to pick a single word which showed the way the gym employees felt about 

accessibility. Although a good number of candidates did this successfully, others lost marks because they 

quoted a phrase instead.  

Question 3 required an explanation of the phrase the message is clear: you don’t belong here and full marks 

were awarded to responses which included the idea that gyms with limited accessibility are not the place for 

everyone.  

Question 4, which required candidates to define the mould referred to by the writer, proved challenging 

with only a few demonstrating that they were able to understand that it referred to young, slim and able-

bodied people.   

In question 5, most candidates were able to answer correctly and make use of their own words to explain 

how fitness champions were trying to make gyms more inclusive but only a few also included the way they 

employed social media to do this and this cost them marks.  

In question 6, most candidates fared well when identifying the two barriers that stop people from exercising.  

Question 7 required candidates to scan the text and find synonyms to the words given. While answers were 

mostly correct, many struggled with (a) and (d). 

Question 8 required candidates to paraphrase the sentence People see you as a project to be solved and 

those who fared well were able to identify the problem of obesity as well as refer to the solution – the idea 

of going to the gym in order to lose weight. 

In question 9 candidates who fared well were those who were able to infer that the writer was referring to 

the fact that it will take a long time to change people’s mentality. Those who simply stated that they were in 

the beginning, lost marks. 

Question 10 required a list of four benefits of being fit from candidates and most fared well as they were 

able to select the information from the lines given. 

In question 11, candidates were asked to show their understanding of six referents used in the text and while 

most of these presented them with little difficulty, many found (e) challenging. Marks were lost here when 

candidates overgeneralised and failed to specify that it referred to young girls. 

In question 12, most candidates were able to identify the purpose of the text as being that of encouraging 

people of all shape, size and condition to exercise.  
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Text 2  

 

Question 1 asked candidates to write two consecutive words used by the writer to refer to snakes. A number 

of candidates quoted two words from different parts of the textThis may indicate that they did not 

understand the meaning of consecutive or that they simply ignored it.  

Question 2 required candidates to make use of their interpretation skills and explain why Rahill calls the 

invasion of snakes a tragedy. Although most were able to infer the notion that the tragedy was related to 

the fact that pythons are wreaking havoc by eating small mammals, others mistakenly thought that it was 

related to the decision to employ snake hunters to eliminate the snakes.  

In question 3 candidates were asked to find two part-sentences of not more than five words each that show 

that the writer got a fright on seeing the snake. Most candidates were able to do so successfully.  

Question 4 required candidates to explain the change in the writer’s behaviour after his encounter with the 

snake. Responses which included the writer’s decision to walk behind the snake whisperer as well as his 

determination to pay more attention, were awarded full marks. 

Question 5 presented little difficulty to candidates and many were able to explain the reason for the writer’s 

visit to Mazzotti. 

Question 6 required candidates to interpret the meaning behind Mazzotti’s pause when asked how many 

pythons there are in Florida. While many could state that it was because he was unsure, only few added the 

second part i.e. that Mazzotti did not wish to shock the writer.  

Question 7 required a three-part answer in which candidates were required to explain the cause of the 

invasion of pythons in their own words. Most were able to explain how they were released in the wild by pet 

owners but only a few could give the reason behind the snakes’ release.   

Question 8 posed some difficulty to those candidates who struggled to define the term Florida-based prey 

and very few were able to deduce that it referred to animals killed by snakes in this region. Many linked it to 

the female snake’s fertility and lost marks.  

Question 9 required a list of 8 facts about Burmese pythons and this proved to be well within the ability of 

most candidates. Those who lost marks included facts related to the snake hunters in their responses.  

Question 10 presented candidates with five statements to mark True or False and to provide a suitable 

reason in order to demonstrate their understanding of the specific information in the text. In general, this 

task was handled adequately by candidates with some losing marks for simply reproducing the statement 

given rather than supplying the correct reason. 

Writing 

 

The read-and-respond writing task required candidates to write a letter of complaint to the manager of the 

gym.  There were instances of clear, relevant writing using appropriate language and the correct tone and in 

these cases, the task was achieved. However, scores were low when candidates made use of informal 
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language, struggled with accuracy and went over the word limit. It was noted that a number of candidates 

failed to attempt this task.  

General Comments 

 

The two reading texts in both papers were varied and the questions were clear. Candidates fared well when 

the questions required them to scan for detailed information but less so when the questions required them 

to make use of their inferential skills.  

It is necessary for candidates to read the text closely and be able to read between the lines. This will allow 

them to answer not only straightforward questions but also those which require more thought.   

F. CONCLUSION 

 

Overall, it appears that the 2019 cohort performed relatively well in the oral and aural components of the 

paper. However, the performance of this cohort was not as satisfactory in the rest of the components of the 

paper as fluency and accuracy in writing and inferential skills in reading were somewhat lacking.  

In conclusion, it is evident that both exposure to the language in its authentic form as well as more 

opportunity to practise all the four skills are required in order for candidates to achieve a higher level of 

competence.  

 

Chairperson 

Examination Panel 2019 

 

 

 


